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Welcome
Welcome to Za Foundation’s Annual Report for the year to February 2018.
Welcome to our Annual Report. We hope you’ll enjoy reading about the work we’re doing in South Africa and
the difference we are making to lives in both South Africa, and here in the UK. A big, and heartfelt thanks, to all
our supporters and volunteers. Without you, none of this would be possible.
Last year we reported two new projects for Za, the after schools clubs, and Sponsor a Child. As you’ll see in
this report, both of them have been really exciting, challenging and successful. The After Schools Clubs were a
very significant commitment – not least financially – and we’ve been delighted with the support we’ve had and
what we’ve been able to do there.
Sponsor a Child helps to support that work and it goes from strength to strength. It’s a way that supporters can
make a practical difference to a child in South Africa. Our ambition is that one day we’ll have every child who
attends the after schools clubs sponsored, and if you want to help us achieve that please get in touch!
The fantastic work that the Zakhele Group do in schools and clinics goes on; you can read about that, and
about the huge impact the library has had for so many children. We’re also looking forward to another visit by
the Zakhele Group to the UK, something we’re sure will further embed the close links that exist between the
communities of Nkomazi and North Somerset.
But all of this makes our fundraising crucial. One of the reasons we can be sure that all the money we raise
makes a difference is because of the very close links we maintain with our partners in South Africa. Weekly
Skype meetings, and visits to South Africa by our directors (at no cost to Za) help us to be able to say that we
are ‘hands on’ in the way we manage our projects there.
I hope that you’ll enjoy reading this report, and if it encourages you to want to know more then please visit our
website at www.zafoundation.org.
David Clarke
Secretary
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Aims and Objectives
Za Foundation aims to:
• support, educate and inspire children and young people in Nkomazi, South Africa through
our integrated educational programmes. These aim to engender a love of learning and to
teach transferable skills to help these young people out of poverty.
• assist those affected by HIV/AIDS in South Africa and to work with local community
partners to provide holistic, sustainable support including assistance to relieve poverty,
improve education and address healthcare needs.
• promote greater understanding of HIV/AIDS and a greater sense of social responsibility,
both in the UK and in South Africa.
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Where we work
Za Foundation works in the Nkomazi region of
South Africa. This rural region is found in the east of
the Mpumalanga province, bordering Swaziland to
the south and Mozambique to the east.
This part of South Africa has one of the highest HIV
infection rates in the world at over 40% meaning
that everyone is either infected or affected by HIV
and AIDS. In addition, the region has experienced a
number of historical events which contribute to
poverty and in turn HIV/AIDS:
•

•

The war in Mozambique has resulted in
thousands of refugees pouring into the
country, many of whom do not have the
correct legal documents and are therefore
unable to access South African government
services.
Nkomazi is a rural area with very little
industry where unemployment is estimated to
be well over 60%.
Many families are
disrupted by the search for employment in
urban areas such as Nelspruit and
Johannesburg.

We run a number of programmes and these are
facilitated through a charity called Thembalethu
which is based in a rural village called
Schoemansdal, close to the Mozambique and
Swaziland borders. Thembalethu is a registered

charity providing community services and delivering
a wide variety of support and educational
programmes in the area funded by Za Foundation
a n d o th e r d o n o r s fr o m S o u th A fr i c a a n d
internationally.
Our primary focus is on the needs of children and
young people in Nkomazi. Where the high rate of
HIV has had a devastating impact on the lives of
young people. Over half of the local population is
under the age of 19 (53%) and there are now an
estimated 12 to 15,000 orphans and vulnerable
children living in Nkomazi as a result of the AIDS
pandemic. Za Foundation focuses on education and
practical support as the best way to help young
people change their future for the better.
According to the Nkomazi Municipality HIV/AIDS
Strategy document, poor access to education is
one of the main factors contributing to the high
levels of poverty and HIV infection, with young
people as the most vulnerable.
Although a key objective of our work is to promote
greater understanding of HIV/AIDS, we also strive to
develop a broader global outlook amongst children
and young people in the communities in which we
work. We do this by building educational, supportive
and mutually beneficial links between young people
and their communities in Nkomazi. With their
counterparts in North Somerset in the UK (where Za
Foundation is based).
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After School Clubs
We truly wish we could put a video in this report to
capture the shrill of the happy and excited orphan
and vulnerable children that attend our after school
clubs. This sound expresses far more than we could
ever write on paper! However, we will attempt to
convey some of the wonderful progress in the clubs.
There have been some very noticeable changes
here this year, not always changes we were
expecting to see but changes that have been born
out of a collective group of dedicated staff that
tirelessly work to help these very vulnerable
children.
One of these ‘unexpected changes’ was as a as a
result of our ‘Sponsor a Child’ fundraising
programme. As you will read elsewhere in this report
this programme has been steadily growing. It links a
donor to an orphan or vulnerable child through letter
writing. The children need some help to translate
their letters in English, especially the younger ones,
and the programme is supervised by our social
worker and librarian. It is from these letters that the
social worker has managed to pick up on previously
unknown problems and issues that a child is facing.
This enables the staff to quickly act and help, where
possible, to resolve the issues for the child. This has
been shown to 1) obviously reduce the stress and
trauma for the child 2) make them happier and less
burdened 3) impacts on their ability and
achievements at school. From what we thought
would be a very interesting programme for the donor
and child has turned into a much wider social
assistance programme for these children.

The after school club staff have worked hard on
implementing new activities in the clubs, they are
currently developing a programme more suitable to
our teenagers. This is a very vulnerable age for
young people and especially for the orphan and
vulnerable child. Watch this space as we will soon
be able to give feedback on the activities that are
specifically targeted for the teenagers.
Our clubs are run by facilitators; young people from
the local community who are improving themselves
by working at the clubs as well as acting as role
models for the vulnerable children who attend the
clubs. In recent months the facilitators have taken
responsibility for reporting on the clubs to Za
directors. This activity not only provides valuable
feedback about how the clubs are going but also upskills the facilitators themselves. This is a great
development and one which benefits all involved.
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Sponsor a Child
The Za Foundation Sponsor a Child scheme has
provided an invaluable source of regular funding
this year, covering the costs of an increasing
number of children who attend our after school
clubs in Nkomazi.
Our sponsored children rely on the support they
receive at our after school clubs to help them
manage their often difficult and traumatic lives.
Donating £10 per month (35p a day) enables a
child to attend a club where they have access to a
social worker, an educational and life-skills
programme and receive a nutritious meal every
day, in addition to enjoying sport, music and
traditional dance.
In return for their donation, sponsors receive
regular updates and newsletters about activities
and events at the after school clubs and if they

wish, may exchange letters and photos with their
sponsored child.
Initially, with the agreement of the child, information
is collated in South Africa about their family
circumstances, hobbies, education and the benefits
they believe they receive as a member of one of
our clubs. This information is then forwarded to the
sponsor and any ensuing correspondence is
managed via Za Foundation to ensure
safeguarding. Sponsors are made aware that the
money does not go directly to the child but covers
the cost of a sponsored child attending a club.
Since launching the scheme in October 2016, we
have received requests from 25 sponsors, some of
whom generously sponsor more than one child,
bringing the total number of children sponsored to
date to 30.
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Zakhele
This has been another busy year for Zakhele. They
have continued their work in clinics and schools but
also increased their time at the after school clubs.
This has had an enormous benefit to the recipients,
the orphan and vulnerable children that visit the
after school clubs. They have also started working
out in the community.
During the clinic visits Zakhele work very closely
with the clinic staff helping them to get important
messages over to their patients, many of whom
have little or no education. Using drama and some
humour helps get the message understood and as
we have found out, they talk about the dramas to
their family and friends…. therefore spreading the
message even further by word of mouth. The group
performed in front of 3,960 patients this year with a
total over 600 staff present watching the drama too.
We continue with evaluations in the clinics to make
sure we are not teaching to the converted! We
ensure that we are delivering new messages to the
patients that they have previously not understood.
There were fewer school visits this year as the
schools have been plagued with teachers strikes.
This means that the teachers then have less time
for teaching and are not keen for the Zakhele group
to come into the schools. Having said that, they
have performed dramas on topics like alcohol and
drug abuse and sexually transmitted diseases in
secondary schools and they have performed
dramas with strong moral messages in primary
schools.

As mentioned above, Zakhele have strengthened
their presence in the after school clubs. They have
done this by trying to visit all the clubs more often,
this means they split into smaller groups. The
children absolutely adore the Zakhele members
and see them as role models. They look up to
them, trust them and want to emanate them. This
places Zakhele in a very strong position to help
these orphaned children deal with some of the
many issues they face.
We always hope that the children return on a daily
basis so that a strong bond and trust can be built
up between the children and the after school club
facilitators and Zakhele members. This year
Zakhele have worked with 18,376 visits from these
children.
Finally, the Zakhele group are now reaching more
people than ever by performing their dramas in
churches, community centres, amongst support
groups and at special events run by other
organisations eg Save The Children. The main
theme they have tackled is ‘defaulting from taking
medication’, this has become a real threat to the
advances made by widespread use of antiretrovirals. This type of work reaches a much wider
and more diverse audience, in fact, they reached
over 5,000 people through this outreach work this
year. An amazing achievement.
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Library
Now in it's fourth year our Thembalethu Community
Library grows from strength to strength, averaging
between 650-700 visits per month, which is an
increase of between 150-200 per month. This
increase appears to be partly from more Secondary
school children using the facilities to help with
school work and also the increased activities on
offer.
We have had another change of librarian in the
past year and we are proud of Patricia who has left
us to go on to study Teacher Training at Varsity.
However change is positive and each new librarian
has bought new ideas and different skills to the
library. The introduction of a spelling bee has
proved extremely popular, and indeed one of the
children from the library came second in a regional
spelling competition. This really shows the benefit
to the children it reaches in this impoverished
community. This not only encourages others to try
but improves the confidence of all those that take
part in this weekly event.
The mobile library has had difficulties interacting

with schools this year with the regular striking of
teachers in the area. The schools are reluctant to
give time over to the library when children are
having to make up for lost time due to strikes. This
is something that we are working on and we hope
will improve throughout the next year. The mobile
library does however continue to visit clinics and
our other after schools clubs to help to develop
literacy in the local area.
So as the library continues to thrive it also
continues to offer different activities for the children
to enjoy. This includes playing scrabble, debating,
making speeches and career guidance. In the
future we intend for there to be further opportunities
for the children to write for example, letters to
Sponsors in our Sponsor a Child scheme and
contributions to Za newsletters. This will continue
to improve their English.
Our hope is that whilst the library is fun and
interactive it is also a place where you can improve
your knowledge, literacy and general understanding
of the world today.
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Links with the UK
Regular Zakhele visits to the UK remain a crucial
part of our work to maintain links between
communities in North Somerset and Nkomazi.
However, during 2017 a Zakhele visit was not
scheduled to take place so it has been even more
important to maintain those links and we have done
this in a number of ways.
A number of exciting fundraising initiatives have
been carried out by local schools (see p11). As well
as raising much needed funds, these activities raise
awareness of our work and give local children a
real opportunity to find out more about the lives of
their peers in Nkomazi.
At Za Foundation we really do believe in the value
of global education in terms of broadening horizons
and breaking down cultural barriers and school
partnerships are one way to do this. Following on
form the successful partnership established last
year between Court de Wyck School in the UK and
Loti School in SA, we have this year introduced
Trinity School in Portishead to Bongokulhe School
in Nkomazi.
It is hoped that this fledgling
partnership will continue to flourish this year,
enriching the lives of all the children and teachers
involved.

Paradigm to give updates on our work which are
often streamed to their other offices in London and
Devon, which means that our profile is raised even
further.
We have also been fortunate to receive donations
of preloved school shoes which have been
collected by local shoe shop, Soleution. These
shoes are in good condition and have been
collected and taken to South Africa and distributed
to vulnerable children in our after school clubs.
Finally, as you have already read in our ‘Sponsor a
Child’ section, we now have 25 sponsors in the UK
supporting our after school clubs. Of course this
raises much needed funds but it also raises
awareness among our sponsors and their families
and friends of the issues faced by the community in
Nkomazi and of the immense amount of work
where is still to do. This can only be a good thing.
The partnerships we have with organisations and
individuals here in the UK are very important to us.
Without these partnerships we would not be able to
do what we do and support the vulnerable children
and young people of Nkomazi.

Local business, Paradigm Norton, continue to work
closely with Za Foundation, supporting us with a
number of projects. Za directors also regularly visit
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Fundraising
Our fundraising is aimed to be ‘broad-brush’. We
try to ensure that we are not too reliant on any one
sector; therefore diversifying our income stream.
Fundraising here in the UK is essential, not only to
raise much needed funds to support our projects but
also to maintain our profile in the local community.
This financial year we have raised funds through a
wide variety of events ranging from concerts to
exhibitions.

beautiful artwork including, bags, models and
poems, all of which were brought back to the UK
and delivered to art students at UWE. The artists
responded to the children’s art and all of the work
was exhibited in the Arnolfini, a prestigious, central
Bristol gallery.
The project raised our profile
significantly, bringing our work to a whole new
audience.
We were also able to raise money
through the sale of the artwork after the exhibition.

Long Ashton Orchestra have been long term
supporters of Za Foundation and performed a
wonderful concert in May to raise funds for us.
These concerts are always incredibly well attended
and raise significant amounts of money. Further
concerts are planned for 2018.

Local UK schools continue to support us by
fundraising and collecting items which we can take
to South Africa. In particular, Backwell School sixth
form have a committee which organises regular
fundraising events including a stall at the Christmas
Fair, a quiz night and a ‘silly’ sports day. Backwell
School have also had several non-uniform days to
raise money for Za Foundation.

Over the years we have had the opportunity to work
with University of the West of England (UWE) in a
variety of ways and this year was no exception. We
were approached by a student of fine arts to
participate in an exhibition showcasing artwork from
the areas in which we work alongside responses
from UWE artists. We jumped at the chance and
arranged for some donated art materials to be
delivered to our after school clubs in Nkomazi
during a self-funded directors’ trip.

We have also organised our own successful quiz
night and our annual Christmas Fayre (pictured
above). The Christmas Fayre is a joint event with
Portishead Methodist Church with proceeds being
split between the church and Za Foundation.
All in all, we continue to work very hard with a
variety of partners from across the community to
raise much needed funds for our projects.

Children at the clubs produced a selection of
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The Future
Highlights of our future plans are summarised
below:
Zakhele Group
We will continue to fund the work of Zakhele in
South Africa. As previously mentioned, the group
is central to all of our programmes. With the help
of Zakhele we have made major in-roads in
helping some of the most vulnerable people in
Nkomazi. It is our intention to start addressing other
sectors of the community such as the elderly and
the churches. Zakhele have already begun to
consider how they might access these social
groups. We will continue to evaluate the work of
Zakhele and attempt to measure the impact that
they are having.
Zakhele Visits to UK
Evaluation from the 2015 visit by Zakhele to the UK
and feedback from teachers at schools visited by
Zakhele continue to confirm the benefits from
these visits and overwhelmingly supports the need
for further visits by Zakhele. We are currently
planning a visit to take place in March 2019. This
will mark 10 years since the first Zakhele visit to
North Somerset.

general library services, there will also be story
telling sessions in the library and children attending
programmes run by Thembalethu (e.g. after
school clubs) will continue using the service.
Mobile library services will be developed now that
we have a reliable mode of transport for the Zakhele
group. The vehicle will be used by the librarian to
take books to children and schools which are not
within walking distance of the library. Continuing,
long-term industrial action taken by teachers in
Nkomazi is impacting on the education of children
and young people, making access to books even
more relevant. It is our aim to reach even more
schools and clinics in the coming year.
After School Clubs
Za Foundation is committed to funding these
clubs which
support around 300 of the most
vulnerable children in the community every day. We
will continue to ensure that we are providing a
valuable, effective and relevant service to the
children who use the clubs. Our aim in the next 12
months is to evaluate our after school clubs and
improve the educational support which we are able
to offer by working with local schools and teaching
staff.

Thembalethu Library
We w i l l c o n tinue to c l o s e l y m o n i t or t h e
management and running of the library, ensuring that
as many people as possible have access to the
library’s services. As well as the provision of
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Ensuring we meet our aims
Partnership with Thembalethu
Za Foundation works in partnership with a long established, locally registered charity in the Nkomazi area
called Thembalethu. This collaborative approach helps to ensure that our projects stay focused on local
community needs in the Nkomazi area, are delivered effectively and with maximum positive impact on local
people. Cleopas Maseko (one of Za Foundation’s Directors) lives in the Nkomazi area and is also the CEO of
Themabelthu. Additionally, UK Directors of Za Foundation travel to South Africa to monitor delivery of our
projects there at least twice per year (at no cost to the charity). All staff involved with the ASC, library and
members of Zakhele are employed by THBC, with funding from Za Foundation.
Other Partnerships
In the UK we have close ties with various organisations which enhance the work we do. For example, a local
financial services company continues to fundraise for us and to fund our social worker. In return we regularly
visit the company to update staff on developments within Za Foundation. We also have strong links with local
schools here in North Somerset. Several of them continue to fundraise for us and some have educational
partnerships with schools in Nkomazi which we facilitate. The local community here in North Somerset, and in
particular the local methodist church, is incredibly supportive of the work we are doing in South Africa, as
demonstrated by the number of people which attend our fundraising events. We continue to be very grateful
for the relationships we have developed over a number of years.
Evaluation of Programmes
To ensure that our activities are meeting our aims, we evaluate key programmes. This includes a focus on
programme outcomes, implementation and delivery from a variety of stakeholder perspectives. Za
Foundation’s Directors use this information to guide decisions about whether to continue specific activities and
to feed into ongoing programme development.
Risk Management
Our robust risk management policy ensures that we manage financial and governance risks adequately.
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Beneficiaries
The following provides a summary of who used and benefited from the services of Za Foundation during the time
period covered by this report.
•

Young parents at ante and post-natal clinics in Nkomazi have watched dramas delivered by
Zakhele. They have learnt how to keep their new babies free of HIV infection, improve the health, safety
and cleanliness of both mother and baby, manage HIV infection using conventional medicines and
how to protect themselves from domestic abuse.

•

Orphans and vulnerable children attending the After School Clubs have received a nutritious
meal, social and psychological assistance from our social worker and are now taking part in the new
carousel of educational activities run by the club facilitators.

•

Pupils and teachers from schools in Nkomazi who participated in Zakhlele school assemblies on
HIV awareness and other social issues including teenage pregnancy, rape, drug and alcohol abuse,
peer pressure and bullying.

•

Children, teachers and members of the community who have visited and read books at the
Thembalethu library or have been visited by the mobile library.

•

The Zakhele Group members. Za Foundation provided a stipend and daily travel costs for eight
Zakhele members to attend training and rehearsals at the Thembalethu community centre
throughout the year and deliver the programmes outlined above. This was the only source of
income for many of these young people in an area with an extremely high unemployment rate
(over 60%). It also gave them valuable work experience and free access to computers and the
internet at Thembalethu’s Education Centre.

•

Primary and secondary pupils from North Somerset who have fundraised for Za Foundation. In
doing so, they have learnt about the daily lives of vulnerable children in Nkomazi, thereby increasing
their cultural awareness.
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Legal and Administrative
Information
Registered Company number
07166040 (England and Wales)
Registered Charity number
1135748
Registered office
36 High Street Portishead
Bristol
North Somerset BS20 6EN
Trustees
C Maseko
J A Morris-Thurgood K Birnie
A Young
Company Secretary
D S Clarke
Independent Examiner
Dunkley’s Woodlands Grange Woodlands Lane Bradley Stoke Bristol
BS32 4JY
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Summary of Financial
Statement
The summary financial statement for the year ended 28 February 2017 is set out on the following pages.
This is an extract from the Report and Financial Statements for the year ended 28 February 2017. For
further information, the full report and statements, the report of the independent examiner and the
trustees report including risk management and reserves policy can be obtained from the Secretary upon
request.

Independent Examiner’s Report to the Trustees of Za Foundation
I report on the accounts for the year ended 28 February 2017.

Respective responsibilities of trustees and examiner
The charity’s trustees (who are also the directors for the purposes of company law) are responsible for the
preparation of the accounts. The charity’s trustees consider that an audit is not required for this year (under
Section 144(2) of the Charities Act 2011 (the 2011 Act)) and that an independent examination is required.
Having satisfied myself that the charity is not subject to audit under company law and is eligible for
independent examination, it is my responsibility to:
•
•
•

examine the accounts under Section 145 of the 2011 Act
to follow the procedures laid down in the General Directions given by the Charity Commission
(under Section 145(5)(b) of the 2011 Act); and
to state whether particular matters have come to my attention.

Basis of the independent examiner’s report
My examination was carried out in accordance with the General Directions given by the Charity
Commission. An examination includes a review of the accounting records kept by the charity and a
comparison of the accounts presented with those records. It also includes consideration of any unusual
items or disclosures in the accounts, and seeking explanations from you as trustees concerning any such
matters. The procedures undertaken do not provide all the evidence that would be required in an audit, and
consequently no opinion is given as to whether the accounts present a ‘true and fair view ‘ and the report is
limited to those matters set out in the statements below.

Independent examiner’s statement
In connection with my examination, no matter has come to my attention:
(1) which gives me reasonable cause to believe that, in any material respect, the requirements
•
•

to keep accounting records in accordance with Section 386 and 387 of the Companies Act 2006;
and
-to prepare accounts which accord with the accounting records, comply with the accounting
requirements of Sections 394 and 395 of the Companies Act 2006 and with the methods and
principles of the Statement of Recommended Practice: Accounting and Reporting by Charities

have not been met; or
(2)to which, in my opinion, attention should be drawn in order to enable a proper understanding of the
accounts to be reached.
Dunkley’s, Woodlands Grange, Woodlands Lane, Bradley Stoke, Bristol, BS32 4JY
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Statement of financial activities
for year ending 28/02/18
Za Foundation

Statement of Financial Activities
for the Year Ended 28 February 2018

Notes
INCOME AND ENDOWMENTS FROM
Donations and legacies
Other trading activities
Investment income

2
3
4

Total

28.2.18
Total funds

28.2.17
Total funds
as restated
£

Unrestricted
fund
£

Restricted
funds
£

24,260
7,541
16

10,670
7,323
-

34,930
14,864
16

24,242
15,240
22

31,817

17,993

49,810

39,504

£

EXPENDITURE ON
Raising funds
Charitable activities
Programmes in South Africa
Zakhele Group visit to UK

153

-

153

235

34,995
-

17,581
-

52,576
-

50,238
-

Total

35,148

17,581

52,729

50,473

NET INCOME/(EXPENDITURE)

(3,331)

(2,919)

(10,969)

Transfers between funds

9

Net movement in funds

-

412
-

-

-

(3,331)

412

(2,919)

(10,969)

37,181
(5,856)

832
(734)

38,013
(6,590)

47,631
(5,239)

As restated

31,325

98

31,423

42,392

TOTAL FUNDS CARRIED FORWARD

27,994

510

28,504

31,423

RECONCILIATION OF FUNDS
Total funds brought forward
Prior-year adjustment

6

CONTINUING OPERATIONS
All income and expenditure has arisen from continuing activities.
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Balance Sheet as at 28/02/18
Za Foundation

Balance Sheet
At 28 February 2018

Notes
CURRENT ASSETS
Debtors
Cash at bank

7

CREDITORS
Amounts falling due within one year

8

Unrestricted
fund
£

Restricted
funds
£

28.2.18
Total funds
£

28.2.17
Total funds
as restated
£

306
46,160

510

306
46,670

270
38,583

46,466

510

46,976

38,853

(18,472)

(7,430)

(18,472)

-

NET CURRENT ASSETS

27,994

510

28,504

31,423

TOTAL ASSETS LESS CURRENT
LIABILITIES

27,994

510

28,504

31,423

NET ASSETS

27,994

510

28,504

31,423

27,994
510

31,325
98

28,504

31,423

FUNDS
Unrestricted funds
Restricted funds

9

TOTAL FUNDS

The notes form part of these financial statements
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Balance Sheet as at 28/02/18
Za Foundation

Balance Sheet - continued
At 28 February 2018
The charitable company is entitled to exemption from audit under Section 477 of the Companies Act 2006 for the year
ended 28 February 2018.
The members have not required the charitable company to obtain an audit of its financial statements for the year ended
28 February 2018 in accordance with Section 476 of the Companies Act 2006.
The trustees acknowledge their responsibilities for
(a)
ensuring that the charitable company keeps accounting records that comply with Sections 386 and 387 of the
Companies Act 2006 and
(b)
preparing financial statements which give a true and fair view of the state of affairs of the charitable company as
at the end of each financial year and of its surplus or deficit for each financial year in accordance with the
requirements of Sections 394 and 395 and which otherwise comply with the requirements of the Companies Act
2006 relating to financial statements, so far as applicable to the charitable company.
These financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the special provisions of Part 15 of the Companies Act
2006 relating to small charitable companies.
The financial statements were approved by the Board of Trustees on ............................................. and were signed on its
behalf by:

.............................................
Anna Young -Trustee

.............................................
J A Morris-Thurgood -Trustee
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